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Have you received formal data/
code management training?



90%
30% Time/week on 

code development130%
Primarily self-
taught2

1https://doi.org/10.1109/SECSE.2009.5069155
2https://doi.org/10.1145/2063348.2063374

TakeawayBest-practice 
familiarity lacking 



Why Should We Care?
Well…
• Your code might be screwed up
• Screwed up code can lead to retractions
• Screwed up code is often re-used, which 

leads to cascading consequences
• You want to find the truth, right?



An Example

3dClustSim:
• A bug was detected in fMRI 

FWER correction software3

• The bug could result in 
massively inflated FWER values 
(possibly as high as 80%)

• One of the most popular 
software packages

3https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.1602413113
4But see: https://doi.org/10.1089/brain.2016.0475



What
OK You Are

Bought In

Can YOU
Do?

1https://doi.org/10.1109/SECSE.2009.5069155
2https://doi.org/10.1145/2063348.2063374



Check:
• Wilson, et al., 2014
• https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pbio.10

01745
  

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pbio.1001745
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pbio.1001745


Today’s Agenda
Best Practices for Code:
1. Write programs for people, not 

computers
2.Let the computer do the work
3.Make incremental changes
4.Don’t repeat yourself (or others)
5.Plan for mistakes
6.Optimize software only after it 

works correctly
7.Document design and purpose, not 

mechanics
8.Collaborate!



Write Programs for People, 
Not Computers
Code should not require readers to hold more 
than a handful of pieces of information in 
memory at any given time
• Make functions as short as possible
• Make a function do just one task



Write Programs for People, 
Not Computers
Make variable/function names distinctive, 
consistent, and meaningful
• A variable name should tell you specifically 

in words what the variable stands for.
• Prioritize code that is easy to understand
• Adopt standard naming conventions

https://towardsdatascience.com/data-scientists-your-variable-names-are-awful-heres-how-to-fix-them-89053d2855be

https://towardsdatascience.com/data-scientists-your-variable-names-are-awful-heres-how-to-fix-them-89053d2855be


Write Programs for People, 
Not Computers
Make code style and formatting consistent:
• DoYouUseCamelCase
• or_do_you_use_snake_case
• Do_not_mix_both_SoHelpMeGod



Write Programs for People, 
Not Computers
Follow the style guide:
• Python: https://www.python.org/dev/peps/pep-0008/
• Bash: 

https://www.davidpashley.com/articles/writing-robust-shell-scripts/
• R: https://google.github.io/styleguide/Rguide.html
• Etc...

https://www.python.org/dev/peps/pep-0008/
https://www.davidpashley.com/articles/writing-robust-shell-scripts/
https://google.github.io/styleguide/Rguide.html


Let The Computer Do The 
Work
Make the computer do repeat tasks:
• Up arrow, tab complete, and “history” 

commands are your friend in a shell
• Telling your computer to do something again 

saves time and reduces errors



Let The Computer Do The 
Work
Save recent commands in a file for re-use:
• Consider saving short code to GitHub as a 

Gist: https://gist.github.com/



Let The Computer Do The 
Work
Save recent commands in a file for re-use:
• Do a task often? Automate it with a simple 

script (e.g., bash script)
• Increases reproducibility
• Increases accuracy
• Saves you time  

Learn to write a shell scrpt:
https://swcarpentry.github.io/swc-releases/2017.08/shell-novice/06-script/

https://swcarpentry.github.io/swc-releases/2017.08/shell-novice/06-script/


Make Incremental Changes
Work in small steps with frequent feedback and course 
correction:
• Break tasks up into smaller chunks

– Bad: Write all the code to analyze my dissertation data
– Good: Write code that performs a pre-processing routine 

on my dissertation data

• Break task into hour-long chunks, set weekly goals



Make Incremental Changes
Use a version control system:
• Prevents:

– Lost work, duplicated effort, 
overwriting important files

• Allows:
– Comparing code versions, resolving 

conflicts from simultaneous work

Dropbox, Time 
Machine, and 
emailing yourself 
are NOT version 
control systems

NOTE:



Check:
• Blischak, et al., 2016
• https://doi.org/10.1371/

journal.pcbi.1004668

Git/GitHub
Introduction



Make Incremental Changes
Put everything that was manually created into 
a version control system:
• Inherit a new project? Put it on GitHub
• Have some new source files? Put on GitHub
• This is the cornerstone of transparent and 

reproducible science



Do Not Repeat Yourself  
(Or Others)
Every piece of data must have a single 
authoritative representation in the system:
• Keep a single, cannonical, version of your 

raw data
• Do not perform operations on the cannonical 

version
• Make the final version of your code/data 

clear



Do Not Repeat Yourself  
(Or Others)
Re-use code instead of re-writing it:
• Has someone already written code for thing 

you need to do? Use that!
• So many established code libraries are 

available (think about all the R packages)
• Why reinvent the wheel, and risk error, when 

someone has already written what you 
need?



Plan For Mistakes
Practice defensive programming:
• Add assertions to programs

– Something that holds true at a particular 
point in a program

• Two main purposes:
– If something is wrong, the program halts
– Executable documentation: explain the 

code and how it should operate

Learn more about defensive programming:
https://swcarpentry.github.io/python-novice-inflammation/10-defensive/index.html

https://swcarpentry.github.io/python-novice-inflammation/10-defensive/index.html


Plan For Mistakes
Practice defensive programming:
• Add automated tests:

– Unit test: single piece of code returns the 
correct result

– Integration test: two pieces of code work 
correctly when combined

Learn more about defensive programming:
https://swcarpentry.github.io/python-novice-inflammation/10-defensive/index.html

https://swcarpentry.github.io/python-novice-inflammation/10-defensive/index.html


Plan For Mistakes
Turn bugs into test cases:
• Catch a bug when drafting your code? Make 

sure it doesn’t appear in later versions 
• Compare the output of your code to:

– Earlier versions that you trust
– Other software that you trust
– A simplified version you trust



Optimize Software Only 
After It Works Correctly
Or, if your code doesn’t scale well:
• See Seth’s lecture on scalability
• Only bother to speed your code up if it is 

worth speeding up
– Tradeoff between how long it takes your 

code to run vs. how long it will take you 
to make your code more efficient 



Document Design and 
Purpose, Not Mechanics
Document interfaces and reasons, not 
implementations:
• Use comments to describe what a function:

– Does
– What its inputs/outputs are

• Don’t rehash what is obvious from the code:
– i=i+1 # increment I by 1



Document Design and 
Purpose, Not Mechanics
Embed the documentation for a piece of 
software in that software:
• Look into documentation generators:

– Extracts comments and generates code 
documentation

– https://github.com/cogcommscience-lab/
asteroid_impact/tree/master/docs/html 

• Ipython and Jupyter Notebooks also work



Collaborate
Code reviews:
• Preferably happen before code is merged in 

a version control system
• Get feedback on code before updating the 

master

For a code review guide, check:
https://the-turing-way.netlify.com/reviewing/reviewing.html
https://github.com/alan-turing-institute/the-turing-way/issues/656 

https://the-turing-way.netlify.com/reviewing/reviewing.html
https://github.com/alan-turing-institute/the-turing-way/issues/656


Collaborate
Use pair programming when bringing 
someone new up to speed and when tackling 
particularly tricky problems:
• How it works:

– Driver: Writes code
– Navigator: provides real-time feedback

• Benefits: increases productivity
• Drawbacks: High ego threat



Collaborate
Use Issue Tracking Tools:
• GitHub has a great feature supporting 

exactly this
– Assigns who is responsible for what
– Logs when a task is completed
– Provides a history for the issue
– Can help others out when using your 

code



Where Can I Learn
More?
Check Out:
• Software Carpentry: 

https://software-carpentry.org/
• UC Davis Data Lab: 

http://datalab.ucdavis.edu/
• UC Davis Data Science Initiative: 

http://dsi.ucdavis.edu/

https://software-carpentry.org/
http://datalab.ucdavis.edu/


Check:
• Wilson, et al., 2017
• https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.

1005510
 

Where Can I Learn
More?

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1005510
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1005510


Thank you!
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